1. Preliminaries. We will largely follow the notation and terminology of the first chapter of [4] for directed graphs and group actions. A directed graph X consists of a set V of vertices, a set E of edges, and maps /, t: E -• V. The edge y joins the initial vertex i[y) to the terminal vertex t(y). We will assume that (/, t): E -• V x V is injective with range missing the diagonal, i.e. that X has no loops or multiple edges. For a vertex υ , we write staτ(ι ) = i~ι(v)U t~ι(υ), the set of edges incident at v , and N(v) = t(i~ι(v)) U i(ΐ~ι (v) ), the set of vertices joined to υ by an edge. The cardinality of star(v) is called the degree of v we abbreviate deg(v) = |staτ(ι;)|. We will always require X to be locally finite of bounded degree, meaning that sup{deg(w): v G V} (which we denote by deg(X)) is finite. (This will ensure that the various Hubert space operators considered below are all bounded.) A path p in X of length n is a sequence v\, y\, ... , υ n , y n , v n +ι, where for j = 1, ... , n, the edge yj joins the vertices Vj and Vj+\. We think of p as having a direction of traverse, from v\ to v n +\, so each edge y y will point either forward or backward along p we set (p, yj) = 1 or -1 depending on whether Hyj) is Vj or Vj+\. The path p is said to be closed if v n +\ -V\. We say that X is connected if every pair of vertices can be joined by a path in X.
We call a function η: E -> C a flow if for every vertex v. (We use the complex numbers C purely out of functional-analytic habit. Everything we will do below works just as well over the reals, and indeed the definition we have just given only requires functions taking values in some specified abelian group.) Notice that every closed path p gives rise to a flow η p defined by ΆP = Σ)(P 9 y)δy 9 where the sum extends over the edges y that occur in p and δ y denotes the characteristic function of {y}. We call η p a cyclical flow. When X is finite, the cyclical flows are easily seen to span the space of all flows, but as a by-product of our investigations below we will see that nothing like this is true for infinite X.
As usual, an action of a group G on a set C is a homomorphism from G into the group of permutations of C. This gives rise to an action map G x C -> C whose effect we denote by (g, c) •-> gc (so our group actions are all on the left). For each c in C, let G c denote the stabilizer subgroup {g eG: gc = c}. The action is called proper if all of the stabilizers are finite. Notice the bijection between the right coset space G/G c and the orbit Gc given by hG c *-> he. We write G\C for the set of orbits. An action of G on a directed graph X, as above, consists of actions of G on V and E, respectively, satisfying i(gy) = gi(y) and t(gy) = gt(y) for all g in G and y in E. Such an action is proper if the action on the vertices (and hence automatically on the edges, since G y c G/^nG^j) is proper. Notice that G\V and G\E with orienting maps induced by / and t give rise to a directed graph which we denote by G\X.
It is worthwhile to have an example in hand to illustrate the matters discussed above.
1.1. EXAMPLE. Let G be the group with presentation (α, b\a 2 , b 3 , {ab) 1 ), in other words the triangle group T(2, 3, 7) see [7] for a discussion of this group and some of its relatives. Write c = ab, and let A 9 B, and C denote the subgroups of G generated by a, B\ and c respectively. Let X be the directed graph whose set of vertices is the disjoint union of G/A, G/B, and G/C, and whose edges are labelled by Gx{l,2,3}, with orienting maps defined by i(g, 1) = 3), t(g, l) = g B = i(g 9 2) 9 and t(g, 2) = gC = i (g 9 3) .
The action of G is the obvious one on the left. There are three vertex orbits and three edge orbits, the action is free (trivial stabilizers) on the edges, while the vertex stabilizers are all conjugate to A, or B, or C. The vertex gC has degree 14, with "out" edges i~ι(gC) = gC x {3} and "in" edges Γ 1 (gC) = gC x {2}, and likewise deg(gB) = 6 and deg(g^ί) = 4. For a picture of X, minus the orienting information, see Figure 23 in [7] .
We now introduce some functional-analytic apparatus related to the general situation we are considering. For a set C, we write / 2 (C) for the usual Hilbert space of absolutely square-summable functions on C The orienting maps give rise to the coboundary operator
This operator is bounded because / and t are at most deg(X)-to-l. Its adjoint is given by In other words, S*S is the difference Laplacian of X, an operator central to much of the considerable body of work surveyed in [9] . As will become apparent later on, S*S is usually invertible (i.e. S is bounded below) in the context we are considering. When this happens, one has i> = I -S(S*S)-χ S*.
The group G acts by unitary operators on / 2 {G) via the right regular representation g \-+ R g , where (R g φ)(h) = φ{hg). We write £G for the linear span of RQ . The (right) reduced C*-algebra of G, which we denote by C*(Rg), is the norm-closure of CG in the algebra of all bounded operators on / 2 (G). Closing up CG in the weak operator topology (or equivalently, passing to its double commutant) gives a considerably larger algebra VN(R G ), the (right) von Neumann algebra of G. (These algebras are usually encountered in their "left" forms; the use of the right regular representation here is made necessary by our decision to have G act on sets on the left.) Notice that if F is a finite subgroup of (?, the average \F\~ι Σ{i?^: h G F} is a projection (selfadjoint idempotent) in CG. The projections arising in this way from vertex and edge stabilizers will play an essential role in what follows.
2.
Locating the flow space projection. Let X be a directed graph with apparatus as in the preceding section on which a group G acts properly, with G\X finite. (We observe that X is locally finite of bounded degree because of the finiteness of the stabilizers and of Except in rather special cases (such as the first example in §4 below), the actual calculation of Pp-, i.e. the determination of the inner products (Ppδy, δ x ) for all edges x and y, appears to be a very strenuous undertaking. It is worth noting, however, that the theorem provides at least a bit of specific information about these numbers when we apply the state on K o that arises from the natural trace on
VN(R G ). Recall that this trace is defined by τ(T) = (Tδ\ 9 δι).It
satisfies τ(T x T 2 ) = τ(T 2 Tχ) for all T λ , T 2 in VN(R G ), and extends to a trace τ n on VN(R G ) <g> M n by summing the diagonal entries of the matrix argument and then applying τ. We obtain a homomorphism τ*:
COROLLARY. In the situation of the theorem, we have where the sum on y (resp. v) extends over a complete set of edge-(resp. vertex-) orbit representatives.
Proof. Apply τ* to the equality asserted by the theorem, after noticing that and that τ(Q c ) = \G c \~ι for each edge or vertex c. D
When G is non-amenable.
We turn now to the case in which the difference Laplacian S*S is not only one-to-one, but actually invertible. This has to do with the notion of isoperimetric number introduced and studied for infinite graphs by B. Mohar ([8] , [2] ; see also [5] ). It is defined as follows. For a non-empty subset U of the vertex set of an infinite locally finite graph, let d U denote the set of all edges with one end in U and the other end not in U. The isoperimetric number of the graph in question is the infimum of |5t7|/|t7| as U ranges over all non-empty finite sets of vertices. Mohar showδ in [8] that a graph has invertible difference Laplacian if and only if its isoperimetric number is positive. (The forward implication, used below in the proof of 3.1, is straightforward. Namely, let ξ be the characteristic function of the finite set U of vertices. Then ||£|| 2 = |C/|, while II^H 2 = \dU\, so if S*S is strictly positive, the isoperimetric number must be positive.)
The definition of the isoperimetric number is reminiscent of Folner's condition characterizing amenable groups. Recall that these are the groups G for which there exists a right-(or left-) translation invariant nonzero positive linear functional on /°°(G). A good general reference on this subject is [10]. Our point of view here is that amenability is a rather exceptional property for a group to enjoy. For instance, the group in our Example 1.1 is non-amenable, as is T (2, 3, k) for any k > 6. The following theorem is a modest extension of a result obtained in [6] for Cayley graphs, i.e. connected G-graphs with free action and one vertex orbit.
THEOREM. Let X be a connected directed graph on which a group G acts properly, with G\X finite. Then S*S is invertible if and only if G is non-amenable.
Proof. (=!>) We suppose that S is not bounded below and show that G must then be amenable. Since X is connected, there is a path p from v to hυ, say with edges (in order) y\, y 2 , ... , y n -We have for any £ in / 2 (G) that
((I-R h )A v ξ)(g)=ξ(gv)-ξ(ghv)
There is thus a bounded operator C h y. ) because the vertex orbits are disjoint. Thus, if {ξ n } is a sequence in / 2 (K) which is bounded away from 0 in norm and for which \\Sξ n \\ -• 0, the sequence {Aξ n } in / 2 (G) is bounded away from zero in norm and satisfies 11(7-^)^11-0 for every A in G. Let φ n = \\Aξ n \\" ι Aξ n9 and let ω be any w*-limit of the vector states on t 2 ? {/ 2 {G)) arising from the φ n 's. We have co(R n ) = 1 for all h, whence it follows easily that restriction of ω to /°°(G) (represented on / 2 (G) by pointwise multiplication) is a right-invariant mean.
(<=) We assume that G is amenable and show that S is not bounded below. Let VQ be a complete set of distinct vertex-orbit representatives, and consider Using (*) and the observation that the action map K x VQ -» KVQ is at most r-to-1, we then obtain \ It follows that X has isoperimetric number zero, i.e. that S is not bounded below. D
In the non-amenable case, we can improve upon Theorem 2.2 as follows.
THEOREM. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 2.2 and the further assumption that G is non-amenable\ we have P$r G C*{Ro)®M n and

D£
inK 0 (C*(R G )).
Proof. By 3.1, the difference Laplacian S*S is invertible, and we have already observed that in this situation Pgr -I -S(S*S)~ιS* (as operators on / 2 (E)).
Since (S*S)~1 is the norm-limit of polynomials in S*S, it follows that Pgr is the norm-limit of polynomials in SS*.
We have WESS*W£ eCG®M n for any choice of edge-orbit representatives (by 2.1), so W E PgrW^ e C*(R G )®M n . Using the notation of the proof of 2.2, write P = Q VQ Θ 0 and Q = 0 Θ (Q EQ -W EQ P^ W£ ), two projections in the C*-algebra sf -C*(RQ) <g> M m + n . Because S*S is invertible, the operators S^*S^ and J/5^* are invertible in the corners PsίP and Qs^Q, respectively. Let H be the inverse of S**^ relative to PsfP, and set T = ^H ι l 2 . Then Γ*Γ = P, and = <P7\S** = ^5^*, so TT* = Q. This is enough to make mK 0 (C*(R G )). π 4. Examples and remarks. The case in which X is a tree (i.e. connected, with no nonreversing closed paths) is quite special in our context. For one thing, most groups (like the one in Example 1.1, by a result in 1.6.5 of [11]) are incapable of acting properly on any tree. The groups that can so act are, roughly speaking, the ones that arise from a collection of finite groups by a sequence of amalgamated products and HNN-constructions; see [11] or [4] . In terms of analysis, explicit computations are sometimes possible in the tree case that seem to be out of reach otherwise. 
(G).
It is by no means obvious that right-convolution by φ even takes / 2 (G) into itself, but in fact (by 3.2 above) this operator lies in C* (RG) The existence of a projection in C*(RQ) of trace 1 -m~ι -n~ι is not obvious either; this is related to the matters addressed in [1]. Indeed, 3.2 and the construction above show mutatis mutandis that C*(RH) contains such a projection whenever H is a non-amenable quotient of Z m * Ίj n . (The graph one obtains will of course no longer be a tree, but it will be connected because the images of a and b in H generate H.)
When is the flow space non-trivial? For trees with only finitely many vertices of degree greater than 2, it is clear that & = (0). On the other hand, any tree with nonzero isoperimetric number has nontrivial flows. [If X is an infinite connected graph, the range of 3* cannot contain δ y for any edge y . This rules out the possibility that S could be bounded below with ker(S*) = (0).] As noted in §1, each nonreversing closed path in a graph gives rise to a non-trivial flow; thus, it very rarely happens that SF = (0). R a and R^ , which is impossible because here a and b generate a nonamenable group. It follows that TT* is invertible in C*(R G ) <g> M 2 . As in the proof of Theorem 3.2, this implies that P$r, the projection on the range of T* (which is closed because T* is bounded below), belongs to C*(R G ) ® M^ and moreover [P^o] = 2 [I] 
